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Abstract
Evaluating pointer analyses with respect to soundness and precision has been a tedious task. Within this artifact we present PointerBench, the benchmark suite used in the paper to compare the pointer analysis Boomerang with two other demand-driven pointer analyses, SB [2] and DA [3]. We show PointerBench can be used to test different pointer analyses.

In addition to that, the artifact contains usage examples for Boomerang on simple test programs. The test programs and the input on these programs to Boomerang can be changed to experiment with the algorithm and its features.

Additionally, the artifact contains the integration of Boomerang, SB, and DA into FlowDroid, which can then be executed on arbitrary Android applications.

1 Scope
The artifact is designed to support repeatability of the experiments performed in the companion paper. In particular, it can be used to evaluate points-to analyses on PointerBench. Additionally, the artifact enables running experiments in combination with the FlowDroid tool on arbitrary Android apps.
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2 Content

The artifact package includes six Eclipse projects:
1. PointerBench - a benchmark suite that can be used to evaluate precision and soundness of pointer analyses. It consists of micro benchmark programs that cover various test cases.
2. PointerBenchEvaluator - Parser and driver to execute and evaluate all queries of PointerBench with Boomerang, SB [2] and DA [3], as used in RQ1 of the paper.
3. SBandDA - Contains the implementation of the points-to analyses as referred to by SB [2] in the paper, and the alias analysis, noted by DA [3] in the paper.
5. soot-infowflow-android - FlowDroid’s implementation to be able to run on Android.

The first three projects can be used to perform the experiments conducted in RQ1. That is, running all three pointer analyses, Boomerang, SB, and DA on PointerBench.

The last two projects include our adopted versions of FlowDroid that have been used to perform RQ2 and RQ3. Hence, by supplying Android applications, FlowDroid can be run with any of the three integrations.

3 Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). PointerBench is also available under https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/PointerBench.

4 Tested platforms

The artifact was tested on linux platforms. RQ1 can be performed on a regular desktop computer using 4GB of RAM. The experiments with FlowDroid are tested on a 64 core machine with 32GB heap space. The bash scripts for this experiment can only be executed on linux.

5 License

GNU General Public License (GPL), Version 2.0 (http://www.gnu.de/documents/gpl-2.0.de.html)

6 MD5 sum of the artifact

17b19151cdb85b9493f5718976fdfffa

7 Size of the artifact

49.4mb
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